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J. INTRODUCTION

All praIse is due to Allah, the Cherisher of the universe,

and praise be on the seal of the prophets, Muhammad,

peace be upon him.

The origin of the word mudharaba comes from dharaba til ardb,'
meaning to travel far on earth indicating an example of the efforts
used in investing done by the mudharib. Another synonym of
mudharaba is giradh. Its origin comes from garadha, meaning to cut,
implying one's setting aside a part of his capital for investmentl,
which is done by rabulmal, or capitalist, or financier.
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immensely from a recently published research in Arabic by Abdul
Sattar Abu Ghuddah, and borrowed heavily from it, as footnotes will
subsequently show.

Acknowledgement is due to the Institute for its encouragemont
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The paper, as it stands, is in a preliminary form, which would
require further improvements through, at least, the expansion of some
parts. I pray to Allah to assist us along the road of learning for His
sake and the sake of His message.
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The Hanafis and Hanbalis, following the convention prevailing in

Iraq hay:; used the words mudharaba. Meanwhile, the Malekis and
Shafe'is have used the word giradh or mugaradha foHowing the con-

vention of Hijaz. Both words have acquired the same meanings

linguistically, that is, to invest the financial capital provided by others
for a share of profit.

In fiqh, both mudharaba and giradh refer to a profit-and-Ioss-

sharing (PLS) contract of a company in which the first party (or

parties)(rabbulaml, or the capitalist) participates with financial capital,

and the second party (mudharib, or the worker) with his etrort2• The

resulting profit is apportioned between the two parties according to a
preagreed formula.

(2 i Schools of thought give different wordings of that definition,
but with the same general meaning, Compare:
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II. MUDHARABA AS A COMPANY

Contemporary writers of islamIc j urisprudcnce have defined
mudharaba as a profit-and-Ioss-sharing (PLS)l. Since this contract is a
form of a company, it would be helpful to review the related classifica-
tion of contracts and companies. It must be noted though that the
classification of mudbaraba as a contract owes its origin to the Hanbali
school, whose oplnion in this regard dominated the opinion of those
classifying mudharaba as a semi-employment arrangement in which
one party's services are compensated for through payment2•

Companies are classified into two categories. The first category is
the property company JlJI ;;.~~ in which an asset and/or its services
are jointly owned by more than one persons. The property company is
either voluntary or obligatory40. It is voluntary as in the case of more
than one person being gifted some asset and having accepted such
gift, or when they jointly purchase some asset. It is obligatory in the
case of be bequest. In the case of such company. no partner can
talce any actions regarding the share of the other partner.

The second kind is the contractual company ~."AA.!I"J.)r in which
persons agree on some course of a joint action5, particularly a formula
for providing capital and sharing profit6• Contractual companies are
of five kinds:

1. Rein Company 0l~••.JI :u-r in which a number of persons
----- - --- -- -----~-----------------

(1) Please refer to the introduction above.
(2) Al-Qari, op. oit .• p. 536.
(3) Sabiq. op. cit., p. 255-2~6.

-J (4) AI-Qari. op. cit., p. 536.
(5) Sabiq, op. cit., p. 356.
"(6) Compare this opinion with that of Abu Ghuddah. op. cit .•

p. 3. where he states that the filst party volunteen his efforts. My
opinion is tbat the guestion of dividing profits is separate from that
of compensating the second party for his efforts. When that party
gets no share of the profits, he also hears no share of the loss. In
this case, be becomes an agent who must be compensated for his work.
As will he discussed later on, when the second party violates some
of the mudharaba conditions, he guarantees the return of the
principal plus profits in full, and gets only his wage in the effort
spent.
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jointly provide capita! and effort for investment. Neither
capital nor effort need to be shared equally, while profit is to
be divided according to a preagreed formula.

2. Mudharaba Company "';I)L,.O. •.JI :i.f"j..;Z in which perwns provide a
second party specific resources for investment for a prespecifi.
ed share of the profit. When the profit share of the capital
provider is set to zero, the company collapses to a mere
(interest-free) loan. When the profit share of the second
party is set to zero, the companv collapses to a mere ibdha,
tL,.;,.!I, or a trading arrangement through which the first party
provides "merchandise" to the second party who sells it
obtaining none of the resulting profit. but being compensated
only for his effort6• The second party may accept such
arrangement for the benefits resulting from pooling some of
his resources with those of the first party in investment. The
larger size of capital could bring forth higher profits on the
investment of the second party's funds?

3. Labour Company ~I..I!':JI",S-r8 which is composed of persons
pooling their efforts and expertise to undertake jointly certain
tasks and share the returns according to some preset
proportions. It is not necessary that members of such company
should have the same profession, not the returns gained be a
result of the effort of both9•

4. Party Company :i";'.Jl.Q.11 ~S-r which gives all partners equal
power to act on behalf of each other in all fields. It thus
encompasses all the categodes of companies combined10.
Parity in power between partners has been considered by some
as sufficiently critical to insist they also should be equal in

-----~------._-------------
(7) (1980) '" 1400 ' ~:rUj I ",~~"••."....jI ' ",~~.•,",.•.•~I ~\.JJ':;JI.J c.,l~.J~I ;;;lj"

(Fiqh Encyclopedia) 178-173 ",;;.:s.",,' JJ':J! ",j~1

(8) It is also called bodies, skills, or undertaking company.
Sabiq, p. 360.

(9) Sabiq, op. cit., p. 359-360) ; Al-Qari, op. cit.. p. 561-562.

(18) Al-Qari, op. c;L p. 563.

,..r
l
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wealthll. Others, noting that absolute parity cannot be
as~ertained, opined that such company would be prohibited12•

5. Goodwill Company o-"~-,,JI ;i.S-.J~ in which partners do not
provide any capital. Instead they use their goodwill to
obtain credit from suppliers. This is why the Shafe'i aDd
Maliki schools prohibited such company, noting that
companies are related to either effort or capital, whereas both
are abscent18• However, the Hanafis and HanbaUs have
approved it on the basis of the effort it involves14•

We can therefore conclude that mudharaba is best viewed as
company in the form of a contractual arrangement. This view
facilitates its treatment as a set of economic relationships, within the
legal institutional framework. Obviou5ly behavioral as well a.
analytical implication can be more easily visualized in this context.

111. LEGITIMACY

Scholars are unanimous about the legality of mudharaba. The
companions of the Prophet havt~ dealt according to this form, and
examples are many15. AI-Shafe'i reports that Dmer the Calif placed
funds owned by an orphan with someone to use it in mudharaba.

The two sons Umer, Abdullah and Ubaidullah, were reported to
have gone to join the army in Iraq. On their return, they passed by
AI-Bassra, where its governor, Abu Mussa AI-Asha'ary, offered to
lend them money which they could use for trade, on the condition that
they would repay the principal to the Calif in Madina. They used
the money to buy merchandise in Iraq which they sold in Madina for
a profit. When they came to the Calif Umer to repay the principal,
he asked if all the soldiers in the army were loaned in the same
manner. When they said no, Umer deduced that the two men were

~-----------,---------_._----~--~----------
(11) Sabiq, op. cit., p. 357-359.
(12) This is the opinion of AI-Shafe'i, Sabiq, op. cit., p. 358.
(13) Sabiq, op, cit., p. 359.
(14) AI-Bahouti, op. cit., p. 339, and Sabiq, op. cit., p. 359.
(15) AI-Shawkani, op. ci*., p. 394, and Sabiq, op. cit., p. 203-204.
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particularly loaned because they were his children. He therefore
demallded the payment of the principal and the profit.

Yet, Ubaidullah remarked that if the money were lost, they would
have had to repay regardless. One person present suggested that the
deal wou-ld be considered as mudharaba in which profit would be
shared equally between the two men and BaitulmalJ. Umer approved16.

Uthman, the Calif, reported that he was given money for
mudharaba17• The Prophet, peace be upon him, himself worked on
mudharaba-basis with Khadija's money18. In addition Hakiem Ibn
Hezam reported that when AI-Abbass, gave money to anyone on the
b.asis of mudharaba, he would set a condition that the mudharib19
would not use it in trading in perishables, nor the goods purchased be
carried by sea or through a flood route. Otherwise the mudharib
guarantees the principal. The Prophet, peace be upon him, when
petitioned to review that condition, gave his approval20.

The consensus of the scholars is that mudharaba existed before
Islam, and the Prophet, peace be upon him, approved of it21; according
to Ibn Hajar. In addition Ibn Hazm says "Each sectioll of fiqh has a
known origin in Qura'an and Sunnah, except for girad, which has
none such, but it is a correct and absolute consensus22".

(16) Imam Malak, op. cit., p. 479-480; AI.Shafe'i, and AI.
Darqatni in AI-Shawkani, op. cit., p. 394.

(17) AI-Shawkani, op. cit., p. 394; Imam Malek; op. cit., p. 480~

(18) (Ibn Hazm) ",;:~l~li If-.)..JI ,)\;."j ':Jl jl,) uk:.J1 i?- u1 oJ..::'- u! J.e.
.(1907) 11>1387O.)lI>lAJI

(19) Mudharib, is the second party in the mudharaba contract.

(20) AI-Shawkani, op. cit., p. 394, reported by Al-Darqatni and
AI- Baihaqi.

(21) Sabiq, op. cit., p. 203.

(22) Abu Ghudda, op. cit., p. 3 ; and Al-Abadi, r"~).I"\~", -Ul1,).~",
• 4"j....,':J1 S.,:.tJJ.,JJI ,)W"il • '':r"')\..''il ujWI .:r ~"';!rJl~~. ~,)~,

.214-208 ~. (1981) ,,1402J."~I ~I •4~1ll1
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IV. PREREQUISITS

There are five conditions which need to be satisfied in order to
have a legitimate mudharaba. They include the contractual form,
and conditions related to partners, capital, labour (effort), as well as
profit2S•

A. Contractual Form:

As a cantract, mudharaba must contain the two main clements,
viz, an offer and its acceptance. Details related to the form of the
offer and its acceptance are many, and have been elaborated by

jurists24•

It must be noted, in addition, that tbe contractual relatiallship
between the two parties: rabbulmal and the mudharib is flexible in
the sense that it fits into different moulds, some of which are25 :

1. When the mudharib receives the capital, he is considered as a
trustee who is obliged to return the funds jf requested before
starting to work.

2. When the mudharib starts working, he becomes an agent of
rabbulmal, acting on his behalf.

3. When profit is realized, the relationship becomes a contractual
company in which profit is to be shared.

4. If for some reasons to be elaborated below, mudharaba
becomes void and therefore nullified, it is transformed
automatically to an employment contract. In this case,

(23) AI-Abadi, op. cit., p. 214, clnd Abu Ghudda, op. cit., p. 4.
The flve conditions have been mentioned by

AI-Nawawi in : •..~l:klJ r..r":JI. .•••~I ",:-,,::S:'.jl c w:::HkJ1 "'~';'.J), ~.JyH tl",,~1
..ruI.J

The following exposition of those conditions has been adopted from
Abu Ghudda, op. cit.

(24) See. for example, AI-Qari. op. cit., p. 549-553.
(25) The above forms are listed by Abu Ohudda while being

credited to the Hanafi school among others. See Abu Ghudda, op.
cit., p. 9, 10.
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rabbulmal gets all the profit and bears all the losses. The
mudharib gets a corresponding wage if mudharaba is profit-
able. Otherwisl!:, he gets no wage at al126,

5. If the mudharib violates some of the conditions or restrictions
contained in the contract, he becomes an usurper who is fully
responsible for guaranteeing the return of the capital in full.

B. Conditions Related to Partners :

Mudharaba partners must be legally competent. Rabbulmal
(capitalist) must be competent to appoint an agent, either directly or
through his legal guardian. The mudharib must be competent to act
as an agentS7•

C. Conditions Related to Capital :

The mudharaba capital should have the following characteristics:

1. It should be in monetary, or at least financial form not in
merchandise form (o}::-=JI ~.J.) •.). The reason is that the
value of merchandise might change during the period of
mudharaba, which introduces uncertainty to the value of
capital and, hence, to the profit. However, the Hanafis and
Hanbalis opined that merchandise would be acceptable, if the
mudharib is authorized to sell it at the outset and then use it
as capital. The Hanbalis also approved of providing capital
in the form of tools and machinery. In this case, depreciation
must be deducted from profits. This amounts to treating
depreciation in the same manner that losses are compensated
for from successive gains in the case of financial capital, for
the rule is to keep onc's capital intact28.

(26) This is justified because it prevents void mudharaba to
become more profitable to the rnudharib than the legitimatc one.

(27) Abu Ghudda, op. cit., p. 4.

(28) This is thc opinion of the author, which is alluded to by
Abu Ghudda (op. cit., p. 5), but found no basis for it. The
basis hcre is that the principal of keeping capital intact before
sharing profit must be applied equally to both financial and
rcal capital.

•
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2. It should be present either at the time af concluding the
contract or at the time of starting operations.

3. It should not be in the form of de bt (receivables), for debt
mayor may not be collectable. It is possible that the
mudharaba contract appoints the mudharib as a collecting
agent to colkct the debt and then invest it. If the debt is
owed to the mudharib himself, it should bc present with him

at the time of contract29•

4. It should be of quantity and quality known at contract time.

5. It should be handed in to the mudharib. The Hanbalis ruled
out that it is sufficient to make it available part by part
depending on the investment requirements.

6. It should not be composed of funds mortgaged with the
mudharib against a debt owed by rabbulmal, even if rebbulmal
allows the mudharib to use the mortgaged funds for invest-
ment. It is noted in this regard that the rul':s related to
mortgage according to the Malekis is that the mortgage funds
are to be kept as security but not to be used for any purpose.
It is also noted that some shareholders in Islamic banks
borrow using their shares as collateral. To apply the above
rule renders that either the bank is not allowed to invest the
value of these shares, or when it does, (a) it does not
guarantee the principal, and (b) the net profit ,after deducting
costs) goes to rabbulmal3o• This is similar to the case of
lbda' in which all the net profit goes to the capitalist.

--"----- - ~- --- --- .--- -~- - - ---- ..-----

(29) The sGholars disagreed on whether a debt owed to the
mudharib qualifies to be capital. This was probably in concern for
its presence with him; Abu Ghudda, op. cit., p::,5.

(30) Please refer to Sa1;)iq,op. cit., p. 153 -160 for the conditions
of the mortgage. Abu Ghudda (op. cit., p. 16) puts forward the
view that the value of the stocks are considered as a trust when
invested by permission of the mortagegee. The profit in this case
may be shared by both parties. The opinion we offer above is
close to the gcneral mortgage rules.
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D. Conditions Related to Labour:

The mudharib, who presents labour in the mudharaba arrange~
ment, is Supposed not to violate the rules of the contract. He is also
supposed to stay within the restrictions set out by rabbulmal, provided
that luch restrictions would not completely close the door for investing
the funds.

The Hanafis and Hanbalis allow for a time limit to be set for
mudharaba, while the Malekis and Shafe'is do not. The mudharib
may provide the funds on the basis of mudharaba to another mudharib
(subcontracting), but rabbulmal may prohibit him from doing so.

A question is raised on whether the mudharib can be asked to
provide guarantees. Scholars have agreed that an absolute guarantee
of capital automatically nullifies the mudharaba contract, with the
exception of the Hanafis who nuHify the condition, keeping the
contract in effect. Meanwhile guarantees against negligence, contract
violations, and inability to meet one's obiigations are permissible.

A question arises on whether rabbulmal is allowed to work with
the mudharib. Some scholars give a negative answer, on the basis
that the mudharib must have full authority to act. Some Shafe'is reason
that (when rabbulmal can appoint two mudharibs, neither would have
full authority. Therefore. they allow rabbulmal to work with the
mudharib even if this limits the latter's power.

Abu Ghudda31 uses this opinion as a basis of approving the
participation of rabbulmal in contemporary companies. in managerial
or techenical capacities, especially that these companies have legal (as
opposed to natural) personaiities where decisions are made by a
selected group.

In addition. scholars allowed rabbulmal to volunteer his assistance
to the mudharib without payment, and when the second party to the
mudharaba contract is not rabbulmal (e.g., parent or guardian), he
may work with the mudharib.

(31) Abu Ghudda. op. cit .• p. IS.
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Finally, the mudharib is authorised to do the following catogories

of tasksS2 :

1. A category related to the nature of mudharaba and to
business convention in general, e.g., to pruchase, sell, lease,
mortgage, etc.33•

2. A category related to his power of discretion (if he is 60

a!1owed), e.g., giving the capital to another mudharib, or

mixing it with another.

3. A category that is not allowed unless explicitely statttd in
the contract, e.g., borrowing, donation, etc.

E. Conditions Related to Profit:

Profit, according to the Hanafi opinion can be earned in three
ways. The first is to use one's capital. The second is to employ one's
labour. The third is to employ one's judgement which amouuts to
taking risk as in the case of subcontracting. The last way of earning
profit is called by scholars dhaman iJ'I.J..3!\.

In mudharaba, the way profit must be apportioned betweon
rabbulmal and the mudharib must be agreed upon and stated in
advance. Since profit is defined by Muslim scholars as growth of
capital, the share of the mudharib must be related to profit and no~ to

capital.

L
j

t32) These are taken from AI-Abadi, op. cit" p. 230 as adapted

from (AI-Mirghaniani) • ~I ,yl • Jlo~i. ft.J1• ,)G uJ' ~ ~ IiiJJI ~l",~
.211-210 r.f ' .:;.J~J1 ",.>~I • :,)",UJI • IJ""'J-"YI ~s::..JI

(33) Compare this with Abu-Ohudda. op. cit., p. 7~ 8 ; where he
aceepts thc concept of Bussiness common practices and convention.

(34) The other three schools mention the fiut two only. Sec
AI-Abadi, op. cit., p. 231-233 ; and (AI-Kassani). U:!~l",~) JI.co ISlI
~# -' ~..l,Aj '21.J~' '-r;;; J 2~1 ~1J4 (J'I.. l5JI ::''-''

• ~,.,..'WI• .,..::.....,WI ~ ' ~W&o J~ oA-I
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V. SUMMARY OF BASIC RULRS35
A. General Rules:

1. Profit is to be shared jointly according to a preagrecd and
declared formula.

2. Profit is to be calculated as growth in capital. When no

profit is realized, the mudharib must be compensated for his
efforts.

3. Release of funds by capitalist either at once or in parts as
need arises.

4. Restrictions, permission, and authorization, when agreed are
aI1owed.

B. Reasons for NulJificatioD :

".1. Restricting profit distribution to one party of the company in
exclusion of the other.

2. The mudharib"s bearing a part of the loss without his violation
of contract rules.

3. Indetermination of the mudharib's profit share (qualitative
description is not enough).

4. Setting a condition on the mudharib to guarantee principal,
without his violating the contract.

5. Making the participation of rabbulmal in work a precondi- t

tion.

VI. SCOPE3S

Some fiqh writers have limited the scope of mudharaba to mere
commercial activities, viz, buying and selling. We can mention in

(35) Summarized from Abu Ghudda, op. cit.. p. 7.

(36) AJ-Abadi. op. cit.. p. 218, 219 ; Abu Ghudda, op. cit., p. 8.
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: this regard the Maleki Ibn Rushd37• the Shafe'i Ibn Hajar38, and the
I Hanafi A 1-Sarkhassi39•

Other scholars expanded the scope of mudhRraba to include
trade, agriculture and industry. In this group, we find from the

I Malekis Sahnoon40, from the Hanafis Ibn Abdeen41, and practically all
the Hanbali scholars42• The opinion of those depend on two
arguments. The first is that the scope of mudharaba was narrowed to
reduce uncertainty ));.JI. However. while a wider scope would increase
uncertainty, this would not necessarily lead to cODflict43

• The second
is that business practices at the time may have influenced the pro-
ponents of a narrow scope. It is therefore better to allow what is
acceptable by convention without getting to specifics which change by

time and customsu.
V. FUND PLACEMENT THROUGH INSTITUTION

Writers have recently tried to investigate whether mudbaraba is
applicable to "Islamic" banks45• This was a reaction to the effort of

(37) (Ibn Rushd, Sr.) • ("l,~J'-i,,5~)Jl J,:;) 01 ~ 01.;.•••.1 0! ~) wW) ~I
#> 1398 0yA>lQJ I • ...:;;~ I )1 ~ • "'::"'i I.JJ I •....::...:kJ I 'J •••••.jj.l.t .....:::lrl .J J.r~",J I .....:::1J.l

.(1978)

(38) (Ibn Hajar) ",;:AA,J (U"'~rJI )~~ w! J_I cJ.J.JI Y\r~) .;""••. wi!
• ~Lr~ .•.JI C.;1;..1 (,l::""",JI

(39) (Al-Sarkhassi) • k.J .••.~•.J1 «",->-_)' •.JI ,)-.•.~I 0! ~) u-"'.J.JI
• 0.J.l~J I o~ L••••.J' ",::A~b.•

(40) (Sahnoon) (~jl .J ..leAH u"'.J;;JI I.:"'~~>wi ~~~•• 0! rL.•~t 0~) 0.)~:or••

. (1978) It> 1398 O.J.)d ' -,~.Q.J1)l~ '(IY11 w1 SJI .• t~ ••.JI-\~) 15)~S::JI •....~j-'..I •••II
(41) (Ibn Abdeen) )~J1 J•. .;\;;;.,,,,l\ ~) .....::~..::;l••. '(w~ .•1 Ji) 0~J.l\o:.wll

.(1966) .1386 o-,,,,\,J\' ~1.l'I:JIu!\:JIl.:>~k•.•••.•, •....;n~JllI\~,.:kJl ;\;~ ..•JI

(42) AI-Bahooti, op. cit.,
(43) Abu Ghudda, 01'. cit., p. 8.
(44) Ibid.; Ibn Abdeen, op. cit.
(45) AI-Arabi) • •....; .•"j.••':11 i' l;.:JI ~; c.\..1"';I:>c.. • utr"J I oiillJ:o:. Ji-

.(1965) ,.1385 o-,,,,LAJI • ~ .••,,~ .,;~

(Abdu) 1965 ' e:.ll\ )I~ ' ~.J..It! ' J,jl.,i ~I S":'1 ' 0.A~ ~o:. >:<

(Hammoud) l/I~)~I-, J~ L.•.! lI\;i).,PJI Jl...••o:. ~l .r.-,~i• ~-''''''''1.$•• 1•• *
.1976' •.J#>lijl • ",:~l~klJyirJ\ ~Ll'I:j'~I)b ' •...•~~.•)\ .•:~'I*

AlcAbadi, op. cit.

-------------------------------
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establishing financial institutions which would follow the rules of
Sbaria'. However. this situation is not peculiar to banks. Any
institution, whether financial or non-financial can obtain funds to
invest from savers. Therefore, in what follows, the application of
mudharaba is discussed in relation to all investment institutions, taken
to encompass. commercial, agricultural, industrial and financial enter-
prises of all sizes and legal structures.

Placing funds through these institutions is characterized by pooling
of funds and Continuity of placement. Those characteristics have
been thought to be non-conforming to the rules of mudharaba. In
addition. the requirement of settlement of operations before calculating
the profit has been considered as problematic. This is discussed in
what follows, before the alternative adaptations to Uludharaba are
reviewed.

A. Pooling and Continuity:

1. Pooling of Funds.

Whenever a mudharib accepts funds from more than one person,
and whenever he does not invest each sum in a separate venture, he is
pooling funds. This does not present any particular problem in the
case of these sums owned by the same individual. All scholars allow
for pooling in this case either before investing the (first and con-
secutive) sums, or after the first SUul has been liquidated. The malekis
approve of pooling the different sums owned by the same individual at
all times<CG.When different sums advanced are owned by different
individuals. the following principles must be observed:

(a) The mudharib must be capable of handling the investment of
aJl the funds he received.

(b) The mudharib must have fhe permission of those who place
funds with him to pooI47.

(46) Abu Ghudda, op. cit, p. 20.

(47) The Malekis do not require permission, Abu Ghudda,
op. cft.• p. 20.
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2. Continuity of Mudharaba.

Continuity of mudharaba can be justified as automatic renewal of
which is based on prior approval. Therefore it' funds were placed for
one year, and mudharaba ended in six months, it would b~ understood
implicitly that the mudharib is permitted to reinvest in another
mudharaba.

Abu Ghudda48 raises the question of whether the profit would be
,reinvested or paid out, which would imply that the loss of the first
mudharaba (or a part thereof) can be offset by some of the profit of
the second mudharab. This would be unfavourable to rabbulmal. It
would also imply that the profit or' the first mudharaba would offset
the loss (or part thereof) of the secqnd one, thus depriving the
mudharib of his profit share due on the first mudharaba.

Abu Gudda suggests in this regard to design mudharaba operations
lasting from the begining to the end of the financial year41l, Funds
placed before the begining of the year would be treated as interest-free
loans. Funds withdrawn (against rules of contract?) would not earn
any profit.

This solution is impractical, for it constrains the investing institu-
tion with regard to choosing the proper timing and maturities for its
investment. Particularly, pooling of funds would require relating the
maturity structure of investments as a whole with that of funds
received as a whole.

"I My opinion is that whether the profit should be distributed at the
end of each mudharaba or reinvested must be left to the agreement
between the tDudharib and rabbulmaI. It would even be better to
allow the investing institution to set the date of profit distribution,
preferably at the end of the financial year.

B. Settlement and Profit Calculus:

Scholars use the word tandheedh w4:: ••. :j' to mean the liquidation
of all real assets of a mudharaba arrangement (through their cash
-+------------ ---~--~-- ~----------------"--

(45) Ibid.

(49) Abu Ohudda, op. cit., p. 21.
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sale), immediately before calculating the proHt. However, questions
were raised on whether asset evaluation would be sufficient for the
purpose of settlement.

Abu Ghudda's o1'inion5o is that there is no need for actual
liquidation when neither rabbulmal nor the mudharib is withdrawing
from mudharaba. In the cas~ of fund pooling, the party whose fund-
placement matures would be considered withdrawing (by permission)
from mudharaba; and therefore has sold to the other partners the
part of his share in the assets which has not been liquidated yet, as
evaluated on the date of his withdrawal. This is legitimate as an
agent.conducted trust sale :i.:J,,:.l1 Jr.7"" u~ :i,jl. ••.11 (:1.

It must be noted, however, that evaluating assets at withdrawal
time would complicate the accounting process, especially that in some
institutions, entry and withdrawal are made almost daily. If we would
authorize the mudharib to distribute profits only at the end of the
financial year, then funds are withdrawn, the final settlement. would
not be made until the end of the financial year. At the same time
assets would be evaluated.

C. Attempts for Alternative Adaptations:

The opinions elaborated above are motivated by the flexibility
inherent in Islamic Shari a' when it comes to protecting legitimate
interest of all parties concerned, avoiding the imposition of unnecessary
harm, and giving ample room for lawful economic activities. Some
scholars attempted to find alternative adaptations of mudharaba.
Four are reviewed in this section. The fifth is a call to stick to the
form of a simple mudharaba company as, when interpreted with the
above spirit, this can fulfil our contemporary needs.

1. The Investing Institution as Both Mudbarib and Rabbulmal51;

This form considers the investing istitution as mudharib, and
those advancing funds as rabbulmaI. However, since the
investing institution advances the same funds to direct
investors (businessmen), it can be considered as rabbulmal.

(50) Abu Ghud da, op. cit., p. 17.
(51) AI-Arabi, op ciL, p. 36, AI-Aba ii, op. ciL, p. 257,

c.
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This from is clear and simple. Yet it helps little in answering
the questions related to pooling and profit calculus52•

2. The Investing Institution as Partner and Then Rabbulmali3 :

This opinion considers the institution as a partner with those
who placed funds with it, through its participation with its
own financial resources supplied by its shareholders. Then
the institution carries out the management of the financial
pool on band in the capacity of an agent to both shareholders
and those who placed funds with it.

This opinion leads to two results. The first is that since the
institution is a partner with others, profits and losses are to be
shared. The second is that the institution can be given an
extra ,percentage of the profit for its own management effort.
In addition, this opinion allows for pooling as well as settle-
ment before liquidation54•

3. The Investing Institution As Agent5S :

If those who place funds authorize the institution to inveit
their funds, it acts as mudharib, while the owners of the
financial pool are rabbulmaI. If the authorization is to
finance projects, in return for a commission paid out to the
institution by fund owners, it acts as an agent.

4. The Investing Institution as a Joint Mudharib :
This alternative is contributed by Hammoud56 who views

(52) Abu Ghudda, op. cit" p. 10.
(53) (Theoretical and Praetical Encyclopedia) J.JJ.JI ~l,.j)ll

lbI937 o,jl>lAlI • "'~:-4':A••)l1 S.,,¥J ",~:l•...JI.JlI'::e.l.Ail ""~.Jo ••,.,..J1 ',,~: .•':A••)l1 S~U
.27-23 ~ ' J,j)ll • ,P-JI • (1977)

(54) Abu Ghudda, op. cit., p. 10.

(55) AI-Jammal) • ",::-o':A.)lI J,!-, ••~JICJ,j:1 .J ...;)l.,-,J i • J~I '"="'~.)~

.192 d" J.J)l1 ~I • 0,",,:-' AI-Abadi, op. cit, p. 238-239 JJ,)~J1)1.)

(56) Hammoud, op. cit., p. 428, ff.; AI-Abadi, op. cit., p.
234-239 t The Theoretical and Practical Encyclopedia, op. cit.,

p.23-27.
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mudhaq.ba as composed of t4ree parties: rabbulmal, the
proje~t manager ~s a sp~cial mud4~rib, an.dth,~ Il1~titution as
a joint mudharib in the sense that he acts as such for more
than one rabbulmaI. Hammoud then draws similarity between
the concept 0f a joint mudharib and a joint wGrker, who
provides his serv.i(;es f0r more than one person, e.g., a repair-
man in his ~h(,)p, a laundry man, a tailor, etc.

The specification of the joint mudharaba and its claimed
similarity with joint workmaniihip allows Hammoud to draw
some important but controversial conclusions. First, is that
the right to restrict mudharaba movcs from rab~ulP1al to the
joint mudharib. Second, the joint mudharib guar,antees the
principal to rabbulmal as the joint worker guarantees the
goods provided to him by his (joint) ep.lploy.ers, e.g., things to
repair or to clean. Third, dividing profit does npt reguire
tandeedh, since that is meant to keep lapital intact which is
done through the guarantee of mudharib.

Jhe ~bove resl,llts h.B:ye 1l!et with strong obj~ctions from
several sourcesS7• In particular, the similarity drawn between
th,e joint mudharaba and the joint worker. suc,Q claimed
simil~rity ha~ 1;10jurisprudential support. In adgition, the
joint werker guarant~es the objects in his custody o)lly under
certain conditions58•

5. The Mudharaba as a Company: An EClectic View:

Abu Gudda59 considers the different Muslim schools of
thought to be successive attempts to formQLllte a.n 9pinion,

ijtihad. While indivi4uals D:1ay hesitate in moving frOn;l one
school of thought tp anoth~r qt:;p~nding Ql1 cQnvenic;J.lC~"t4~.
society as a wbol~ should do so, especially when It is looking
for an important general application.

--~---_._--~.. ----_ ..._------ ~~_..-._- ------~---------
(57) The TheoI etical and Prac~ical Encyclopedia, 0l?' cit., Al-

Bbadi op. cit., Abu Ghudda, op. cit., p. 11, 12.

. (58) Fiqh Encyclopedia, op. cit., p. 297, 298.
(59) Abu Ghudda, op. cit., p. 13, 14.

•
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Abu Ghudda continues to say that it is important to distih~
gliish between the case- in which a jurisprudential' opinion' is
based on tcxts (of Qura'a or Sunnah), and the casc in wh'ich
an, opinion- is based on jurisprudential rules which in turn
have been deduced from other opinions through ijtihad or
which itself leaves some room fot ij tihad.

Some opinions in Fiqh are mere applications of the following
rules:

(a) The realization of legitimate interests.

(b) Elimination of means to transgress.

(c). Convention.

(d) Necessity or lack thereof.

:i.Ly •.JI eJl.,...:.,J'I'

~ l..oiJ I ~ IJ S ..(..

d "'Iy

oJJy.,&JI

t
I

From the above, Abu Ghudda reaches some important con-
c1fiSions8o :

1. The mudharaba contract had been known in pre'"Islimic
times, but then approved by the Prophet, peace be upon him.

2. The conditions set in detail by Muslim scholars were the
product of necessity and convention at their time.
Therefore, thoo)e conditions are the product of ijtihad solely61.

4. Mudharaba is suited to cover the modern institutional set-up
for investment, for it has kept its legal form, that is being a
company, whose most important characteristics is the forgiving
of slight discrrepancies.

We can therefore conclude that the tendency to develop laborious
alterhatives \lith tedious jurisprudential justifications is not justified,
not needed.

V. MODERN APPLICA nON

When mudharaba was used during the early years of Islam, the
I number- of investors was limited, the size of capital was small, and

((0) Abu Gliudda, op. cif, p. 14.
(61) Abu Ghudda supports this 0p1DlOn by referring- to lbo-

I Rtshd Sr., op. cit., vol. 2 p. 252, and others, Abu Ghudda" op." cit .•
p, 14.

___•••••••••mmm,., •••,OLJ,a:mw•.•••..c.:.,U.=1i .•LiL&i&2LEli&
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technology allowed for simple commercial, agricultural and manufactu-
ring venturer However, the form of mudharaba as a PLS company has
been easily adaptable to quantitative as well as qualitative changes.

Contemporary conditions require creative institutional framework,
within wh~ch the PLS company arrangement can develop to face the
chaUenges of huge number of investors, enormous, financial rcsources,
and ever expanding technological frontiers. In this section, some
applications of mudharaba are discussed under both non-banking and
banking arrangements.

I

•• I
I

A. Non-Banking ArraDgements :

People can channel their savings to investment directly through
either fund placement or shareholding.

1. Fund Placement :

A saver can place his funds directly with an investor who could
be an individual bussinessman or a, company, both working in trade,
production, or services. Th!s form is a straightfoward mudharaba
contract which would satisfy the necessary conditions mentioned above.

In an Islamic economy, it should be permissible for individual and
corp or tate bussiness concerns to accept investment deposits meaning
funds placed with such institutions for investment purposes according
to the rules of mudharaba Those deposits can be collected against
deposit certificates62 which can be standal'ized legally into two forms:

" (a) General investment certificates. .
(b) Specific investment certificates.

Those certificates can be issued in various denominations and
maturities. They would be tradable, which would create a secondary (.
market for them.

2. Shareholding
Savers can hold stock in companies which carry out investment

themselves directly. or in companies which place funds with other
direct investors hoid stock in companies, Le., financial and holding
companies.

(62) AI-Jarhi) jY..,.J1'U--)\..I Jl .• oJ <s,uj j\l:i; ~ ' u-;l~' ~ .Jf
.(1981) "1409 oJ.::- ' u.•'j.... ~, ,)l.,a;;i~1 o~ ~ ~JWI
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B. Banking Arrangements:
Banks here are meant to be a particular kind of financial com-

panies which accepts demand deposits and is capable of providing
certain services, e.g., bank guarantees, letters of credit, etc. Banks
therefore carry out the same functions of financial intermediation

which finance companies undertake.

On the demand side, banks can obtain funds through selling stock
as well as taking investment deposits. The latter can be done either
directly through maketing investment (general and specific) certtificates.
Those certificates have the same characteristics as those issued by a

finance company.
On the supply side, banks can finance investment through purcha-

sing stock. direct placing of funds, and purchasing of investment
certificates issued by financial and non-financial companies.

C. Financial Intermediation :
It is obvious that trade, production and services companies would

be attracting funds of maturity structure suited for their own operations.
Finance and bankin,g institutions, meanwhile, have to accept funds in
the maturities desired by savers, which may not be best suited for the
maturities demanded by investors. It is therefore a common complaint
that a finance or a banking institution has to attempt to balance the
generally shorter maturities on the saving side with the generally

longer maturities on the inve~tment side.

This is usually done through producing a financial asset (an
investment ctrtificate) of higher quality than would be produced by the
individual saver, for the same maturity. The higher quality results
from attaching the name of the issuing institution, as backed by a

superior balabce sheet.
However, the higher quality of financial assests will not assist in

transforming shorter (saving) maturities to longer (invesrment)

without an effective secondary market63
•

(63) Islamic banks and finance companies badly need to

co-operate towards creating such market.
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